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The Great Project Management Accelerator 

 
The Digitally Enabled Estimating Enhancements1 

 

  By Dr. Harold Kerzner 

and 

Dr. Al Zeitoun 

 

Introduction 
 
Every year, more people graduate from college and enter the field of project 
management. Most of these people learn modern project management practices in the 
classroom but may be unfamiliar with the developments in project management and the 
problems that modern estimating and project management practices are trying to resolve. 
To understand the changes that have been taking place, and the reasons why certain 
topics are frequently discussed in periodicals, one must understand the issues we faced 
initially and how we tried to resolve them, in many cases unsuccessfully until now. For 
the remainder of this paper, we will reflect on the topic of estimating and associated data 
sources and systems.  
 
This is one of the topics that directly contribute to the success of organizational planning 
efforts. The changes that have been taking place in business and in the way of working 
of programs/projects have led to an unprecedented level of uncertainty that make the 
topic of estimating and the associated risks central to the success of the strategic 
initiatives. 
 
In this article, we also discuss several aspects of the information warehousing growth that 
drive companies towards the consistent application of Business Intelligence (BI) Systems.  
It is in our view that digitally enabled estimating requires innovation in order to create a 
commercially successful product, which also means that the team members must 
understand the knowledge needed in the commercialization life cycle starting from the 
early projects’ stages. 
 
 

 
1 How to cite this paper: Kerzner, H. and Zeitoun, A. (2022). The Digitally Enabled Estimating Enhancements: The 
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THE ESTIMATING CHALLENGES_________________________________________ 
 
During the past 20 years, there has been a significant growth in research surrounding 
effective project management and estimating techniques. Most of the research focused 
on functional related estimating and how to build on the expertise and knowledge base of 
organizations.  The tendency across organizations is to standardize and try to achieve a 
methodology or a framework that all could follow across organizational verticals.  The use 
of the one-size-fits-all methodology became common practice for many companies for 
perhaps more than two decades. What many people failed to realize, either intentionally 
or unintentionally, was the type of projects that were “forced” to use the methodology. 
Projects with well-defined requirements and well-written business case, whether 
prepared by the client or the contractor, could be successfully estimated, planned, and 
executed using the one-size-fits-all approach. These were considered as traditional 
projects. But what about the growing percentage of nontraditional types of projects that 
may not be well-defined, such as innovation, digital transformation, R&D, and business 
strategy initiatives? These projects may be initiated based just upon an idea.  
 
There were several issues that began to surface regarding these nontraditional projects: 
 

▪ The nontraditional project had a much greater impact on long-term 

competitiveness and profitability than did the traditional projects but data did not 

exist to support effective estimating 

▪ Many of the decisions made by the functional managers on the nontraditional 

projects focused heavily upon short-term profits that could impact the functional 

manager’s year-end bonus 

▪ Personal agendas and functional unit objectives were becoming more important 

than the long-term best interests of the organization 

▪ In some studies, as much as 80 % of the nontraditional projects did not deliver 

part or all of the business benefits and value expected 

▪ Articles appeared identifying the benefits of using project management and 

estimating practices, but the majority of the articles focused on traditional rather 

than nontraditional projects 

▪ Executives were unable to make informed decisions in a timely manner due to a 

lack of reliable metrics to support time and cost estimates accuracy 

 
 
OVERCOMING ESTIMATING CHALLENGES________________________________ 
 
Overcoming these challenges has not been easy, but significant progress has been 
made. Articles in journals such as the PMWJ, PMI publications and new textbooks 
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discussing the changes that are taking place have shown the worldwide project 
management community of practice that effective managing of change can take place. 
Most of the challenges we faced over the past several decades are now being eliminated 
as a result of: 
 

▪ The growth in the use of flexible methodologies such as Agile and Scrum, either 

independently or in combination with the firm’s existing methodologies has 

resulted in a much higher success rate for both traditional and nontraditional 

projects 

▪ Advancements in estimating and measurement techniques have allowed project 

teams to plan, measure and report project progress much more accurately than 

with just time and cost metrics. Many of the new metrics measure business, 

strategic and intangible factors allowing executives to make better decisions 

based upon evidence and facts rather than just guesses 

▪ We now have new definitions of project success, supported by some of the new 

metrics, which includes business benefits and business value created rather than 

just deliverables produced 

▪ Project management cultures are being created based upon trust, which 

supports the critical dialogues needed for enhanced estimating 

▪ New forms of project management leadership are appearing that maximize 

worker engagement efforts and make them feel comfortable to speak their mind 

without retaliation and then contribute freely to the success of the projects’ 

planning efforts 

▪ Capturing project management best practices and using them for continuous 

improvement efforts has become a way of life in most companies 

▪ The knowledge contained in information warehouses, as well as the amount of 

information and speed of access, provides companies with a source of 

competitive advantage 

 
 
THE NEED FOR KNOWLEDGE REPOSITORIES _____________________________ 
 
The use of a knowledge management system is expected to become a necessity for all 

future project teams. Project teams should first map out the mission-critical knowledge 

assets that are needed to support the project’s strategic planning. It is critical to determine 

which knowledge assets to use and exploit. By mapping the knowledge assets, you put 

boundaries around what the project is designed to do. Unfortunately, the only true value 

of a knowledge management system is the impact on the business. Simply stated, we 
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must show that the investment in a knowledge management system contributes to a 

future competitive advantage. 

Knowledge management can increase estimating quality, competitiveness, allow for 

faster decisions and responses to disruptive changes, and rapid adaptation to changes 

in the environment. Knowledge management access is critical during design thinking. The 

growth in information has also created a need for cloud computing. Companies are now 

creating knowledge management systems and knowledge repositories, as shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Components of a Knowledge Repository 
 
Companies invest millions of dollars in developing information warehouses and 

knowledge management systems. There is a tremendous amount of rich but often 

complicated data about customers, their likes, and dislikes, and buying habits. This 

knowledge is treated as both tangible and intangible assets. But the hard part is trying to 

convert the information into useful knowledge to contribute to excellence in estimating 

and planning at large. 
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INTANGIBLE INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL ASSETS ____________________________ 
 

The information contained in a knowledge repository is often referred to as intellectual 

capital. As shown in Figure 2, intellectual capital is frequently considered as intangible 

assets categorized as human, product and structural capital. These are knowledge-

related assets normally not identified on the balance sheets of companies, but they can 

be transformed into value that leads to a sustainable competitive advantage. 

Knowledge data bases and information warehouses are needed to support intellectual 

capital components. These intangible assets that are used to define intellectual capital 

could be strategically more important to the growth and survival of the firm than its tangible 

assets. Project teams are becoming more knowledgeable in the importance of intangible 

assets and are consistently using that in enhancing their estimating and planning 

capabilities. 

 

 

Figure 2. Three Critical Intangible Components of Intellectual Capital 
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CATEGORIES OF KNOWLEDGE __________________________________________ 

 

In Figure 1, we showed the components of a knowledge repository. The knowledge in 

each component can come from multiple knowledge sources. There are several sources 

of knowledge and they are not mutually exclusive. Table 1 lists some ways to classify 

knowledge sources: 

 

Source of 
Knowledge 

Description 

Explicit Encoded knowledge that can be found in books, 
magazines, and other documents 

Implicit (or Tacit) Knowledge in the heads of people. Also, knowledge 
retained by suppliers and vendors. Knowledge may be 
difficult to explain. 

Situational  Knowledge related to a specific situation, such as a 
specific use of a product. 

Dispersed Knowledge that is not controlled by a single person. 

Experience Knowledge obtained from experiences or observations 
of clients using the product; must understand user 
behavior. 

Procedural Detailed knowledge on how to do something 

 

Table 1. Sources of Knowledge 
 

As the future of work, we continue to highlight in this series, is highly team-centered, 

project teams must understand their role in driving the use of knowledge assets. Teams 

should enable their projects to be innovation centers, where continued experimentation 

takes place and drives future effective estimates that support better digitally empowered 

planning and decisions.  

 

THE NEED FOR BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS _______________________ 
 

Simply having knowledge repositories or information warehouses may not be sufficient to 

support future projects’ estimates in an effective manner. BI systems are often considered 

as the next step after knowledge repositories or information warehouses and combine 

business information with technologies in a manner that allows project managers to make 

strategic and/or operational business decisions related to their projects.  
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The components of a BI system are data gathering, data storage, and knowledge 

management. Metrics information is a critical component of BI systems. The information 

contained in the BI systems can be historical, current, and predictive. The information can 

come from several sources including strategic and operational project management 

benchmarking studies conducted by PMOs.  

BI technologies are designed to handle large amounts of “big data”, whether structured, 

semi-structured, or unstructured, and present the data on meaningful dashboards such 

that project teams can make better business decisions and take advantage of business 

opportunities, especially when managing strategic projects. The technologies used in BI 

systems allow companies to look at external data (i.e., information from the markets in 

which the company operates) and internal data (i.e., financial and operational data) 

together and create business intelligence information to support strategic, tactical, and 

operational projects. BI systems facilitate corporate estimating and decision support 

systems by transforming raw data into meaningful and competitive business intelligence. 

However, there are still companies that believe that BI systems are merely the growth of 

business reporting systems. 

Project managers will need to learn new estimating and decision-making tools including 

digitalized economics, artificial intelligence, and the Internet of things (IOT). With large 

amounts of data, teams may have to rely upon analytical statistics which includes: 

▪ Descriptive data analytics: analysis of historical data including past successes 

and failures 

▪ Predictive data analytics: analysis of the data to make predictions of what might 

happen 

▪ Prescriptive data analytics: look at the reasons why things may happen, estimate 

options for risk mitigation of future work, and options to take advantage of 

opportunities 

 

BIG DATA ____________________________________________________________ 
 

The growth of big data will most likely impact most companies worldwide. For effective 

analysis of the data, project teams will need workers that possess data science capability. 

The skills will include statistical methods, computational intelligence, and optimization 

techniques. 
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There are numerous mathematical models that currently exist to support project 

estimating and decision-making efforts using big data. A list includes: 

▪ Financial models (ROI, IRR, NPV, payback period, benefit-to-cost ratio, 
breakeven analysis) 

▪ Time (scheduling models) 
▪ Money (cash flow models) 
▪ Resources (competency models) 
▪ Materials (procurement models) 
▪ Work hours (estimating models) 
▪ Environmental changes models 
▪ Consumer tastes and demand models 
▪ Inflation effects models 
▪ Unemployment effects models 
▪ Changes in technology models 
▪ Simulation and games models 
▪ Mental models 

The expected benefits from using big data effectively include: 

▪ Detection of patterns and trends related to time, cost, and scope 

▪ Comparison to other projects as well 

▪ Identification of the root causes of problems 

▪ Better use of “what if” scenarios 

▪ Better tradeoffs on competing constraints 

▪ Better tracking of assumptions and constraints 

▪ Better tracking of VUCA and the enterprise environmental factors 

▪ Better response to out-of-tolerance situations 

▪ Better capacity planning decisions involving resource utilization 

▪ Ability to make strategic rather than just operational decisions 

▪ Ability to make change management decisions 

▪ Decision-making can be pushed down the organizational hierarchy, but there will 

be “rules for decision-making” established 

▪ Emphasis on long-term perspectives rather than just short-term 

▪ A reduction in the risk of making the wrong estimates or decisions because of a 

lack of information 

Project teams seem to focus on the knowledge management portion of the BI system. 

This includes: 

▪ How performance metrics are created and reported 
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▪ How benchmarking information can be extracted 

▪ Statistical and predictive analytics 

▪ Data visualization techniques and dashboard design 

▪ Business and project reporting for executives and stakeholders 

 

 

THE PATH FORWARD __________________________________________________ 

Reflecting back on our recent work on the experience culture skills, the project teams of 

the future will be equipped with new skills such as being data scientists, knowledge assets 

analysts, and strategically minded leaders. Sensing and responding strengthening are 

highly data-centered and strengthening these muscles, focusing on business value, and 

building higher adaptability to changing customer requirements will enhance estimates 

and decisions quality by the future leaders. 

 

One-size-fits-all estimating or planning models will not exist in the future. The ingredients 

and building blocks around data warehousing, knowledge assets, and business 

intelligence will dominate the next decade of estimating capabilities. Leading with data 

and knowledge-centered objectivity will be a major priority for executives and future 

leaders. 

 

The path forward requires a strong commitment to the necessary information, tools, and 

processes to support complex problem analysis and decision making. Advances in 

technologies and the growth of information warehouses are driving companies toward 

consisted application of business intelligence (BI) systems.  

We believe the future will see continuation of managing our business by projects and that 

project management is the delivery system for sustainable business value. Therefore, 

project managers are expected to deliver better estimates and business decisions as well 

as project decisions and need direct access to a great deal of high-quality project and 

business information.  A digitally-enabled and continuous learning-based approach will 

keep future leaders sensitive and capable of planning, creating, and thriving under 

tomorrow’s disruptions.   
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